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	Picture Yourself Learning Microsoft Word 2010, 9781598638899 (1598638890), Course Technology PTR, 2010

	Welcome to the world of
	Microsoft Word 2010. This new Picture
	Yourself book from Cengage Learning will
	help you use the many and varied features of one
	of Microsoft’s most popular products—Microsoft
	Word, part of the Microsoft Office Suite.
	Microsoft Word 2010 is a powerful word processing
	program that will take your documents far beyond
	what you can produce with a typewriter. Whether
	you want to create a simple letter to a friend, produce
	a newsletter for a professional organization,
	or even write a complicated, multiple-page report
	containing graphics and tables with numerical
	data, you will find the information that you need
	to quickly and easily get the job done in Picture
	Yourself Learning Microsoft Word 2010.
	This book uses a detailed approach with illustrations
	of what you will see on your screen, linked
	with instructions for the next mouse movements
	or keyboard operations to complete your task.
	Computer terms and phrases are clearly explained
	in non-technical language, and expert tips and
	shortcuts help you produce professional-quality
	documents.


	Picture Yourself Learning Microsoft Word 2010 provides
	the tools you need to successfully tackle the
	potentially overwhelming challenge of learning to
	use Microsoft Word. Whether you are a novice user
	or an experienced professional, you will be able to
	quickly tap into the program’s user-friendly integrated
	design and feature-rich environment.


	Through this book you will learn how to create
	documents; however, what you create is totally up
	to you—your imagination is the only limit! This
	book cannot begin to teach you everything you can
	do with Microsoft Word, nor does it give you all the
	different ways to accomplish a task. What I have
	tried to do is show you the fastest and easiest way
	to get started with this fun and exciting program.
	This book is divided into four parts. In Part 1, I
	show you how to create a basic document. While
	it’s not the most exciting section of the book, it’s
	certainly the most practical. Look out after that—
	things start to be lots of fun! In Part 2, you work
	with longer documents, and in Part 3, you learn
	how to enhance the appearance your documents
	with columns, tables, and graphics. Part 4 helps
	you to improve the quality of your documents and
	save you lots of time with Word tools.
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Living Well with Kidney Failure: A Guide to Living Your Life to the Full (Class Health)Class Publishing, 2004

	Having worked with kidney patients for over 25 years, I have seen many

	changes and improvements in treatment. However, this book is not a com

	prehensive guide to the medical and nursing aspects of illness and treat

	ment. These are mentioned briefly where it is necessary to explain the

	effects of the illness and treatment on daily...

		

Computer Vision in Human-Computer Interaction: ECCV 2004 Workshop on HCI, Prague, Czech Republic, May 16, 2004Springer, 2004
Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) lies at the crossroads of many scientific areas including artificial intelligence, computer vision, face recognition, motion tracking, etc. In order for HCI systems to interact seamlessly with people, they need to understand their environment through vision and auditory input. Moreover, HCI systems should learn how...

		

Doing Web Development: Client Side TechniquesApress, 2001

	More and more traditional developers are moving into the world of web application development. Proper use of client-side scripts, style sheets, and XML are essential for building high-performance web applications that provide a rich user experience. Doing Web Development: Client-Side Techniques addresses the client-side issues that...





	

Principles of Critical Care Companion HandbookMcGraw-Hill, 1999

	Referenced by chapter to the new edition of its parent book, the coverage here is concise and focused and intended for "middle of the night" use. Tables, charts and an outline format provide fast access to the essential clinical data to diagnose and successfully manage the patient in the ICU.
...

		

Sams Teach Yourself Visual C# 2008 in 24 Hours: Complete Starter KitSams Publishing, 2008
In just 24 sessions of one hour or less, you will be up and running with Visual C# 2008. Using a straightforward, step-by-step approach, each lesson builds upon the previous one, allowing you to learn the essentials of Visual C# from the ground up.
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Debug It!: Find, Repair, and Prevent Bugs in Your CodePragmatic Bookshelf, 2009
I’ve always been mystified why so few books are available on debugging. You can buy any number on every other aspect of software engineering such as design, code construction, requirements capture, methodologies... the list is endless. And yet, for some reason, debugging has been almost (not quite but very nearly) ignored by authors and...
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